
Exceptional craftsmanship 
since 1941

The perfect finishing touch

for your luxury home and terrace

Dutch design 
mats and brooms



RiZZ    MATS AND BROOMS

With the RiZZ | Outdoor and Indoor mats and brooms, RiZZ delivers exclusive 

design products that do justice to the carefully chosen style of your home 

or terrace. Not only will you make a perfect first impression at the entrance, 

but you will enjoy the luxury of these mats every time you step over your 

threshold. The unique RiZZ mats are applicable at every passage from outside 

to inside. Whether at the front, back or patio doors, one will always suit your 

situation and style. The mats are available in three standard sizes and three 

modern colours, with the option of a teak inlay. For a perfect fit choose a 

custom size mat. The stylish RiZZ | Outdoor and Indoor brooms complete 

the range with a matching design. In addition to the exclusive look, all RiZZ 

products excel in functionality and durability. 

RiZZ    OUTDOOR AND INDOOR MAT

The outdoor mat scrapes the dirt from your shoes, the indoor mat dries the 

sole. The brush strips in the outdoor mat remove 80% more dirt than other 

mats. Unique benefit is that the dirt falls between these strips and is then 

drained by rain or blown away by wind. Combined with a solid aluminum 

frame, the mat forms a strong and durable product that you will enjoy for  

10+ years to come. The indoor mat has a top quality interior which has up to 

80% more absorption capacity. Unique to the indoor mat is also that the  

non-slip underlay does not contain chemicals that can affect a wooden or 

marble floor. This mat is finished with a genuine leather edge. Because of this 

edge finish, it matches very nicely with the outdoor mat.

For sizes and colours please see the back of the brochure.

Also available in 
custom sizes



A luxurious entrance at every door

A seamless transition 
from outside to inside,  
in all four seasons



RiZZ    OUTDOOR AND INDOOR BROOMS

The brooms have a closed structure. As a result, the dirt does not stick in the 

broom, but is actually swept away. The outdoor broom is robust with sturdy 

brushes for coarser dirt, the indoor broom has softer brushes for finer dirt and 

dust. Available in the same colours as the mats, they form a beautiful design 

concept for keeping the house and terrace clean.

For sizes and colours please see the back of the brochure.



Design by      TRUDY ZUIDDAM

At the beginning of 2001, Trudie Zuiddam initiated the plan to “make the best doormat 

in the world”. In 2006, the mat was launched in The Netherlands. During the Maison et 

Objet design exhibition in Paris 2007, the RiZZ outdoormat experienced its international 

breakthrough. The RiZZ doormat knows many satisfied customers worldwide ever since. 

Experience luxury,  
quality and durability

ICONIC  
BRUSH STRIPS

Scrapes 80% more dirt from the 

soles of shoes, even with profiled 

soles

MASSIVE  
TEAK INLAY

Can be treated or will beautifully 

fade into a grey colour by nature.

ROBUST  
ALUMINUM FRAME

A solid and rust-free frame ensures 

10+ years of durability

OPEN STRUCTURE

Dirt falls through the open spaces 

between the strips and will be washed 

away by rain or blown away by wind.



Exceptional craftsmanship 
since 1941

RiZZ | since 1941 | made in Holland

info@rizz.design | www.rizz.design  

Patent pending | Registered design EU 319454

registered trademarks of RiZZ B.V. - The Netherlands 

90 x 60 cm Normal

120 x 70 cm Large

175 x 70 cm Double

Exceptional craftsmanship 
since 1941

90 x 60 cm Normal

120 x 70 cm Large

175 x 70 cm Double

90 x 60 cm Normal

120 x 70 cm Large

175 x 70 cm Double

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES WITHOUT FRAME

DUTCH
DESIGN

MADE IN
HOLLAND

Anthracite White Silver

Anthracite White Silver

Anthracite White Natural

RiZZ | OUTDOOR MAT

RiZZ |  OUTDOOR MAT with teak inlay

RiZZ |  INDOOR MAT 

RiZZ | OUTDOOR BROOM or

RiZZ | INDOOR BROOM

30 x 150 cm Small

40 x 150 cm Medium

50 x 150 cm Large

Anthracite White Silver


